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Introduction

• ADR = Alternative Dispute Resolution

• Black’s Law Dictionary defines “Alternative Dispute Resolution” as “A
procedure for settling a dispute by means other than litigation…”

• The three predominant types of ADR are: Negotiation, Mediation and
Arbitration.

• Some jurisdictions also use Early Neutral Evaluation.



Types of ADR

• Negotiation involves voluntary dialogue between disputing parties with a view to
finding a resolution. It is not facilitated by a third party.

• Mediation is a dispute resolution process facilitated by a third party (a mediator)
who has no power to impose a resolution.

• Early Neutral Evaluation involves the appointment of an independent evaluator
(usually a judge or retired judge) to assess the strengths and weaknesses of each
side’s case in order to encourage settlement. It is non-binding and without
prejudice. CPR 3.1(2)(m) of England & Wales.

• Arbitration is a dispute resolution mechanism where parties voluntarily appoint a
third party (arbitrator) to resolve their dispute. The arbitrator has the power to
impose a resolution (called an award).



Challenges - Mediation

• The mediator does not have the power to impose a binding
resolution on the parties.

• Court-annexed Mediation e.g. Court of Appeal Rules 2018 and
Lagos Multi-Door Courthouse Law.

• Parties often refuse to participate in Mediation or are
recalcitrant even when they participate.

• Courts need to sanction such lack of cooperation.



Solutions - Mediation

• The Halsey Principles were developed in England in the Court of
Appeal’s decision in Halsey v Milton Keynes General Hospital [2004]
1 WLR 3002.

• Courts should take into consideration the conduct of parties in
mediation when awarding costs.

• A successful party should be denied all or some of its costs
where it had refused to constructively participate in mediation.

• In order for this to work, costs have to be realistic.



Challenges - Arbitration

• Jurisdiction

• Arbitrability

• Ex-parte Injunctions

• Applications to set aside awards

• Delays



Challenges - Arbitration

Jurisdiction

• A few courts still see arbitration as an affront to their jurisdiction.

• In Confidence Insurance Ltd v. Trustees of Ondo State College of Education
[1999], Achike JCA held that: “… the inclusion in an agreement to 
submit a dispute to arbitration does not generate the heat of ouster of 
jurisdiction of the court.”

• In the same case, Akintan JCA held that: “The fact that there is an 
arbitration agreement, as in the instant case, does not in any form 
oust the jurisdiction of the court in any action.” 



Challenges - Arbitration
Jurisdiction (Contd.)

• In SACOIL 281 Nigeria Ltd v Transcorp Plc [2020], the Court of
Appeal adopted the reasons given by Ephraim Akpata JSC in his
book The Nigerian Arbitration Law as to why courts should give effect
to arbitration agreements. They are:

• (Section 4(2) of the ACA states that arbitral proceedings may
“nevertheless be commenced or continued” while a dispute
subject to an arbitration agreement is pending in court thereby
making a refusal to grant a stay of proceedings ineffective;

• Courts should not be seen to encourage the breach of a valid
agreement freely entered into by parties.



Challenges - Arbitration
Arbitrability

• Used in two contexts:

• Whether the dispute is subject to an arbitration agreement.

• Whether the dispute is capable of being resolved by arbitration.

• Section 12 ACA states that the arbitral tribunal shall be competent to rule 
“…with respect to the existence or validity of an arbitration agreement.” See 
also the Supreme Court’s decision in MTN v Hanson [2017]. This is a 
codification of the doctrine of kompetenz kompetenz.

• Yet, in  Mekwunye v Lotus Capital Ltd [2018] the Court of Appeal held that only 
the courts can consider and pronounce on the issue whether there is a valid 
agreement to arbitrate. 



Challenges - Arbitration

Arbitrability (Contd.)

• The test of arbitrability is whether the dispute can be compromised lawfully by way of 
accord and satisfaction. United World Ltd v MTS Ltd [1998].

• The Nigerian courts have held that the following are not capable of being settled by 
arbitration:

• Tax Disputes – Esso v NNPC [2016] – Court held that arbitrating tax disputes is an 
encroachment on the exclusive jurisdiction of the Federal High Court.

• Disputes relating to change of status of parties (e.g. divorce)

• Criminal Matters – Kano State Urban Development Board v Fanz [1990] 



Challenges - Arbitration

Ex-parte Injunctions

• Cases are filed in breach of arbitration agreements.

• Ex-parte injunctions are sought without full and frank disclosure of the existence of 
an arbitration agreement.

• Claimant ends up getting a technical advantage and then does everything possible 
to stall.

• Sometimes, the arbitration agreement is hidden in plain sight.



Challenges - Arbitration

Applications to set aside awards

• Courts should not sit on appeal over arbitration awards.

• Baker Marine v. Chevron [2000] the Court of Appeal held that in considering an
application to set aside an arbitration award, the High Court “… was not sitting as
an appellate court over the award of the arbitrators. The lower court [i.e. High
Court] was not therefore empowered to determine whether or not the findings of
the arbitrators and their conclusions were wrong in law. What the lower court had
to do is to look at the award and determine whether on the state of the law as
understood by them and as stated on the face of the award, the arbitrators
complied with the law as they themselves rightly perceived it. The approach is
subjective. The court places itself in the position of the arbitrators, not above them,
and then determines on that hypothesis whether the arbitrators followed the law as
they understood and expressed it”



Challenges - Arbitration

Applications to set aside awards (Contd.)

• “…the court lacks the jurisdiction to determine whether or not the findings of the
arbitrator and his conclusions are wrong in law.” Baker Marine v Danos [2001]

• Courts can’t set aside awards because there was a lack of or insufficient evidence to
support the decision of the arbitrator. Dunlop v Gaslink [2018]

• A wrong finding of facts is not a ground to set aside an award. Dunlop v Gaslink
[2018]

• Court has no discretion to alter the award. Tulip (Nigeria) Ltd v. Noleggioe [2011]

• Parties choose their arbitrators for better or worse. Aye-Fenus Enterprises Ltd v.
Saipem (Nig.) Ltd [2009]



Challenges - Arbitration

Delays

• One of the major reasons why parties choose arbitration is the speed with which
arbitrators are expected to deliver their award.

• This advantage is being eroded by the delays experienced in enforcement or set
aside proceedings.

• Enforcement is bogged down by the appellate process.

• Quite often, a losing party deliberately takes advantage of the slow pace of the
court system to deny the winning party of the benefits of the award.

• This phenomenon is negatively impacting Nigeria’s standing as an arbitration
friendly jurisdiction.



Solutions - Arbitration

• Holding parties to their arbitration agreements.

• Granting stay of proceedings except in the most exceptional circumstances.

• Allowing arbitrators to rule on their jurisdiction and the validity of the arbitration
agreement.

• Being more flexible on the issue of arbitrability.

• Scrutinising ex-parte applications to determine if the underlying contract contains an
arbitration agreement.

• Resisting the temptation to sit on appeal when considering applications to set aside
awards.



Potential Benefits of Promoting ADR

• It reduces your workload.

• It decongests the court’s docket – less cases to handle.

• It increases the speed with which cases in court are dealt with – cases move faster.

• It respects the wishes of parties.

• It makes Nigeria a more attractive investment destination.

• Promotes Nigeria as a seat for international arbitration – improves fx inflow.
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